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ABSTRACT

the question

of whether physical meaning nay be attributed to the extra

dinensions provided by enbedding procedures as applied to

physical space»tines^Tfe^lta 9§mm—&*m siai1aritjf*and

differences of the present picture to that of conventional

Kaluza-Klein
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This note is motivated by tha recent revival of Interest

in high-dimensional field theories» in particular those of the

Kaluza-Klein type. (Cp. refs. 1-7 for a list of relevant papers

on the latter subject.)

The central novel feature to be introduced here into the

discussion is the suggestion tc introduce high dimensional

spaces as the (local and isometric) eabeddinn spaces of

four-dimensional spice-tines. The physical motivation for doing

so is that by the very nature of the ambedding process the extra

dimensions find their origin in the presens« of gravity.

Moreover, if the embedding is required to be a minimal one then

the dimension of the high-dimensional space is fixed.

For technical reasons we will confine our attention in

this note to flat embed 11 nr, spaces M (m,n) cf dimension p

and signature (m(+)> n(-)). Me will make occassional remarks

concerning different choices however.

Ht will then touch in particular the following point.

The metric of the embedding space can be ?iven * form where it

closely resembles the Kaiuzs-Kiein ansatz . He find however

upon investigating further constraints Inherent in the embedding

formalism that dynamically tho two pictures have quite different

features.
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In can also b& argue.! that ewbsddinq has some bearing

on the problem of nixina internal and spico-tine symmetries.
o

This aspect has been tiealt with in a different pa^er .

Me analyze in particular tho limit of vanishing gravity.

We find that the osuye-field type objects in ovr Ksluzs-Klein-

-like picture disappear in this limit. (w\- note in passing

that in this limit the non-trivial mixini of internal and

space-time symmetries Is lost ).

The plan or the paper is as fellows. In section 2 we

presüitt the formal ism of esibo'iimj inasmuch ?.s we need it

here; in particular WÈ will introduce the Sauss-Codazzi-jticci

(GCR) equations. In section 3 we comment ^n similarity and

differences to tht K3luza-K1cir> picture. Further iiscussion

of questions jf dyitanrics involVéS solving the CCR equations in

a special case. Section 4 summarizes our conclusions.
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2, THE FQRMSLISM OF EMBEDDING

Consider a f:ur-Jiraensiona1 pseudo-Riemannfan space ¥^

whose points ars labelled by local coordinates x . Me will

look far local isometric cmbeHinqs into H (m,n), a'

Minkowskian space of dimension ? and signature (»(•), «(-))»

P * (••n). He note in passing that principally the embedding

problem can be formulated usin<7 quite arbitrary Riemannian

spares V rather than ¥1 as embedding! spaces. The present
p . P

restriction to M is mainly fcr technical reasons. Powerful

theorems restrict the minimal dimension p of M for

embedding of a R1eir.ann1an V4 to ba maximally 14 under suitable

differentiability conditions. Of course, under special

circumstances» p may be less than 14. In this way embedding

provides a natural upper limit on the number of extra dimensions.

Also, the signature (m(+), m(-)) is fixed. Note that even

though the embedding is spccifiel locally only, still the

embeddinc space Mn(m,n) remains the same for all regular

points of V,.

We will in this note not touch the question whether

there could be a p-dimensional theory that determines M .

We merely note in passing that principally two possibilities

exist. One 1s where the p-dimensional space is simply H

{or some other conveniently chosen, but fixed, embedding space),

and all we ara really concerned with are the four-dimensional

Einstein equations and the GCR equations (s&£ below). Another
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possibility would be to start off with a p-dinensionai version

of general relativity. Then ?1 would presumably correspond

to some "giround-state" - solution of this theory. However»

discussion of such points is beyond the scope of the present

paper.

Let us now turn to the forneiisn cf embedding, tie will

embed V4 into H (rc,n). The numbers p,*n,n are determined

through the choice of V^. Attach now to every point (x ) 6 V4

an orthonomal system cf vectors :1A (x ), A • 5 ...p, which

are orthogonal to Vj. They span a space which we will call \\.

The NA together with the vectors tangent to V$ at (x )

span the space ?ip(m9n). Points in ?'n are labelled by

Cartesian coordinates ZM
4 y » 1 ... D. Let in particular

Xv(x ) be the Cartesian coordinates in -0 of (x ) 6 V4.

Then for an arbitrary point Z11 6 '$ we can find a point

(x') 6 V^ such that the following decomposition holds:

<• s 2 (x , y ) * X^(x ) ••• y ?i;t lx ) • (2.1)

By (2 .1 ) , the parameters y are as scdatec with directions

N̂  1n N. The set of coordinates 2 • (x , y ! ) defines a

Genuiian coo/idinate. tyAttm in *t . Physical space-time, V^,.

i s a subspace of <i and singled out thrcush yA • 0. Thus

the space-tine projection of a generic function # ( z o ) , to bs

denoted by <Kzrt) y , i s given by *(z ) | v = *(2«) | A •
'«f a M |y *0
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Let now n y v denote the Cartesian components of the

metric tensor of M (R,n). The vectors tangent to V4 at

(x ) have components X^fx*). The embedding 1s determined

through the equations

(2.2)

• "AB- < 2- 4

where g ^ is the netric of V4. Equations (2.3) and (2.4) are

just orthonormaitty relations for tangent and nornal vectors»

respectively, v/her^as (2.2) states an JLoomttiy condition. In

fact, the line elensant in V^ Is c?s2 » Q^áx dxK Rewritten

In terms of Cartesian coordinates It becomes ds- - TivdX
ll(x1)cfXv(x1)

• n ,,X1i4X
w
4i'x dx^. The requirement that the ertbeiding be an

isometric one then Means that we h«v* to equate these two

expressions for ds . This elves indeei (2.2).

A netrix Ya« In the Gaussian system 1n
 ?1 1* specified

through a coordinate transformation,

v « - Zy Z v
o n . (2 .5 )

This relation expresses again an Isometry of M , at least

foricaiiy, since

d$2 • v fldx°f!xe - n Zv tiatHx* • n <iZvdZv.'op 'yv >a 3 'yv

(The Gaussian metric y fl is Induced by tbo Cartesian metric
Op
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Using (?.l) we can spell out Y a 6 in a nore explicit way

One finds

TAB :A B V nAB» I*-'»/

where n A B is the Cartesian netric of % « ̂n-zi-

It 1s now convenient to introduce the notations

bijA " -f!A;i
X!.jV <2 9>

and

A1AE " r :A9iMBnuV i 2 > 1 0 )

From (2.3,10) we obtain the symmetry properties b 4 i A « b14a and

as the i i e n t i t y

which 1s readily checked by contracting both sides with

n.̂ yX . an<i nXy y respectively. T!*Q metrix tensors

g ** and n are Introduced as matrix inverses of 5 ^ and

In terns of b ^ ant '-̂ ĝj v« can rewrite vag as



3fj + y y n A iACA jgD

y AjBD

y A iAD

nAB

with

«u *

(2.12)

(2.13)

One notices that, except for the appearance of b ^ A (cf. equ.

(2.13)), (2.12) is nothing but the well-known Kaluza-Klein

M.xMansatz1"7 over M
p -4Anp-4'

In fact, for pseudo-orthogonal transformations of

M .) which leave the metric nAB invariant tha Killing

fields are KAB
C(y)»c -. (yA«{j - y n6^ y A» B - yb3A » B b3 Ct which

of course ara nothing but the conventional expression for the-

generalized angular momentum operators. We can now wrfte
D 1 Dp

Y1A * *

recalling sinilir irgunents for conventional Ka1uza-K1»1n

theories) wo conclude 1n particular that rotations of f| are

accompanied by gauge transformations of A^.,(x ), the gaug =

group being the zroup of pseudo-orthogmai transformations of N

That Is, as fur as their transformation behaviour 1s concerned,

the A 1 A n behave like gauge fields.

To completo the discussion of ths formalism of embedding

we note that M being flat Implies that the curvature tensor

of vanishes, R 0. An observer confined to
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finds that the aquations R°o«*lii
 e 2°» , L * O have to

BY*1*4 PYoly'»

be satisfied. These latter conditions are the Ganss-Codaizi-Ricci

(6CR) equations. They provide a criterion intrinsic to ¥4 for

the consistency of the embedding; they may looked upon as an

intearabiiity condition for (2.2)-(?.',).

In orrfar to spell out the GCR equations it is convenient

to introduce some natations. Lot r be n sat a g

Dirac matrices, i.,;. {rA,rB} « 2nAB, and set JAB - \ *rA,r3l.

Then w& donotfi b ^ * bijAr an<f Ai * AiA3* '*

Rieraann-ccvariant d. in V^ through

V A s 3JbikA + f V +

where fm^. art th._ Christoffel symbols «*ith respect to cj^.

Finally, set

Bf * « * ! * ? Ai- (2.15)

13Then the 6CR equations can be written in the form

(C) CDJ,bik) - [0ifbjk! - 0, (2.17)

(R) ÍD^D^l • | 5 r o n{b o rt n il. (2.18)

In (2.H) Idj dfcnotai the intecer part of d.
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From the GCR equations we conclude in particular that

there is no reason to expect that the four-dimensional observer

can discard b ^ . or A,.» - these quantities appear to be

inevitably coupled to physical gravity, q^..

The reason why this could happen is the following. From

the p-dimensional point of view, (2.12) is just the result of a

coordinate transformation, z a •*• Z y(z a). Now» among the

isométries of M are for example x - dependent rotations

of the yA; to a four-dimensional observer these will look

like gauge transformations affecting A.. The existence of

such gauge transformations which can not be compensated by

four-dimensional coorJinate transformations implies the existence

of gauge fields for the four-dimensional observes. The coupling

of gravity to these fields (and to b y ) thus provides an

Indirect way for the four-dimensional observer to see the extra

dimensions. All this is much like in the conventional

Kaiuza-Kiein picture.

There are important differences to the latter however

and if 1s to these that we will turn in the next section.
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3. PYNAHICS ftKH REUTIOH TO THE KALUZA-KLEIK PICTURE

In this section we will compare the present picture with

that of conventional Küluza-Klein theories. Also we will study

somo dynamical aspects of the present formalism.

In the conventional Kaluza-Klein (KK) picture one

encounters indeed a metric of the form Y_g (cr». equ. (2.12)).

A first difference however is the presence of &fjA« A second

Is that the Killing fields KA
BC(y) and the metric tensor

n«Q» here relating to U = N~,_4» ar- conventionally replaced

by the corresponding objects on i.s ., = 5/H, a enset space.

This latter difference however would probabiy'disappear 1f we

would choose a space of the form ^x2n_.j * K«x6/H as embedding

space.

Actually, the lnttar choice would ĵive us more options

as far as possible; devices far 'Jiwensional reduction are concerne.1.

Here we have chosen to implement dimensional reduction effectively

by projection» yft » 0. (We note In passin? that this does not

mean that all y - Jenenfienca Is neglected. In fact» if we would

just neqlect all y - dependence, A^ and b ^ would nevt-r

anpear in the RCR-equations.) As y;v » 0 projects out physical

space tiros this 1s sensible physically and also, dimensional

reduction by integrating (averagino) over y doss not really

see» feasible far flat embs'Mina spsc-.s. Conversely, y - Integration

is the conventional dimensional reduction proceiyre for comcact

internal spaces like 6/H, However, apart from noticinç that
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other options are at least principally open to us we will (mainly

for reasons of convenience) keep confinina our attention to

flat embedding spaces.

The most important difference to the conventional KK

picture now is that instead of a set of Einstein equations In

p-dimeiisions like Go6 - R o $ - I ya0 R « TojJt we have here

equations that involve the Rieniann - tensor t° o - rather

than just the Sicci - tensor ft". In fact» a typical equation

1s the one oiven above, 3o» * * 0. fcs therefore have to Q«B!
By o

with nore equ? tions than in the ontentional KK - picture.

We may ask however, 1f the contracted equations

6a6 ' 'A*B - \ W = ° iwh1ch follow fron r%Ye ' °>
correspond tc a conver»tioP2l set of field equations. The

equations 6.,̂  » 0 are just the fieli equations of the
Op

conventional KK picture which after dinensional reduction

the fielJ equations for an E1nstein-Y3na-H111s system. In the

present case, with a dimensional reduction implemented

through yA • 0, the picture looks different. The reason for

this Is the following. Tfce curvature scalir corresponding

to Yaa is (the calculation beino as in the conventionel

KK-picture)
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From (3.1) we conclude that the energy-miwantu»-tensor for the

Yang-Mills field contains a factor yAyB and therefore will

vanish for y « 0. Therefore the contracted SCR equations

R° 8| . «» 0 are not expected to be a conventional set of field

equations for a iravity-Yang-Mills system.

This c^n also be seen wore directly. In fact, from the

Gauss-equation we conclude

2 R 1 V
and

2 » = trfb^bj - b..

whence we infer

2 '

s 2 fc t^{h). (3.5)

Me see Indeed that there Is no onerrry-wnru ntum tensor for the

qauge-field A..

All those observations t^Tether m^an that a^art frara the

forra of the metric tensor Yag the resemblance to the KK picture

does not persist entirely on a dynamical level. Even though.
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this situation night improve if we would chcost an embedding

space of tht for» M^xG/H rather than H^xM ^ we would

even for tht choic? M4X5/H have the problem of a too large

nu»f>er of ecuatirns. Therüff-re the present construction can

not bs ursed to replace the ususl KK picture. (Actually thera

1s ;jne mora point sup-ertinn this assertion to which wo will

come shortly.)

One C'.»uld envisage a full dynamical sattinn as follows.

The space V{, may be looked u>~n as a solution af Einsteins

equations,

Consistency with (3.5) requires

Optimistically, one would look upon (3.7) as civing 3 geometrical

meaning to energy-mofiíjntum tensor. In addition to (3.6,7), we

would have the GCR equations. One now feels that inasmuch

as 3 dynamical meaning can be attributed to the quantities A.

and< b y s physical reality can also be attributaá to the extra
dimensions provided' by the e^^dinçj procedure. In fact, what

is certainly clear is that the b^* and A^ inceneral do not

vanish. For thn b.* this follows from the nonvanishin" of

Í jl(e *r°r curved spaces.

We conclude this section by discussinq the solution of

the GCR equations 1n the Unit of vanishing (four-dimensional)
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gravity, n ^ = n^j. This is to be understood asymptotically;

if n.jj would be exactly equal to n ^ in a finite region

then the (minimal) embedding space would be just K^. He will

see that in the limit q.. + n ü , ^i and bii disappear. In

this sense A., is a "gravity-induced" gaupe field. Note that

its disappearance in the unit of vanishing gravity is a

phenomenon that has no parallel in the conventional KK picture.

To prove our assertion notice first that the Gauss

equation (2.16) implies for vanishing gravity,

If n A Q «v 5 ^ (ani only for this case our proof holds true)

then (3.8) implies that all b., arc equal. The Ricd equation

(2.18) then implies

F.j = ID^Oj] - 0 (3.9)

whence we conclude that the gauoe field A^ vanishes (up to a

rjauge transformation).

Actually, equation (3.8) also implies that all b ^ are

equal in any Lorentz frame. This can hapoen only for b^j • 0.
Thus our assertion is proved.
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**• CONCLUSIONS

The present note nay be looked upon as an investigation

of the question whether the extra dimensions provided by the

embedding formalisn can be given physical relevance.

At the and of this note of this note we feel that the

answer should be affirmative, even though many difficult

questions remain open. Our reasons to believe that physical

reality night be attributed to the extra dimensions are the

following: (1) The appearance of the fields b.*, A. which

appear to be coupled to physical gravity and thus make the

extra dimensions visible indirectly. (2) The existence of a

"combined symmetry" which seems to indicate a mixing of
o

space-time with Internal coordinates.

Our analysis concerning the relation between the

present picture and that of conventional Kaiuza-Kiein theories

has produced a number of negative results. However we like to

emphasize that a certain similarity (which to our knowledge

has not been noted before) 1s there, and might still deserve

further Investigation.

There have been occosionai references in the literature

concerning the use of embedding spaces for example for the

construction of combined symmetries or for possible derivations

of the equations of qeometro-clynamics . Even though our note

1s partially motivated by this work, we do feel that we ask,

and partially answer, quite different questions.
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